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Planned Development Community (PDC)  
 
Objective: To designate existing approved specific plans. Specific plans comprise a unique 
zoning regimen within a planned community. Specific plan documents include detailed 
information on the intent for the community as a whole, as well as the individual planning 
and zoning districts within the specific plan area. Applications for amendments to individual 
specific plans shall be done in accordance with Section 18.90 (Specific Plans) of the Pima 
County Zoning Code.  
 
Exception: State Trust land in the proposed Sahuarita East Conceptual Plan is designated a 
PDC under Special Area Policy S-36 in Chapter 9.  
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Endeavour Spirited Living Specific Plan
Neighborhood Meeting Summary

Note: This neighborhood meeting was held both in person and online using a virtual meeting platform.
There were 10 members of the public joining on the virtual format. Due to technical difficulties the night
of the meeting, it was difficult for the online participants to hear portions of the presentation, particularly
the questions being asked by in person attendees. The Project Team recognized the issue, tried to repeat
questions before answering, and apologized that evening as we understood the online participants’
frustration. Some of the Project Team was also joining virtually. Through the WebEx platform’s “chat”
and “Q&A” functions, the Team offered to meet one on one with anyone who so desired. After the
meeting, the Project Team sent an email to the online participants encouraging them to reach out if they
would like to discuss the Project and/or ask any questions. In that email, we also indicated a copy of this
meeting summary would be forwarded to them upon its completion. (This was done on Monday, January
17.)

Project: Envisage Living Communities (“Envisage”) and Mr. Pat Lopez (collectively, the “Owners”),
propose to develop approximately 34 acres west of Craycroft Road and south of River
Road (the “Property”), adjacent to the Loop trail system on the north side of the Rillito
River. The Property is within unincorporated Pima County (“County”) and currently
zoned Suburban Ranch (SR) Single Residence Zone (CR 1). The Owners propose to
rezone the Property to Specific Plan to support a mixed use development that primarily
features residential uses at varying densities with supporting uses and amenities (the
“Project”). Concurrent with this Specific Plan proposal is a request to amend the
Property’s Pima Prospers land use designation from Low Intensity Urban – 1.2 (LIU 1.2) to
Planned Development Community (“PDC”). The PDC designation is meant for properties
planned as a community with unique features and designed within the context of its
environment. For Parcel A only, there is a request for Board of Supervisor consideration
to increase heights as stated in the Catalina Foothills Special Area Policy.

Date/Time: Tuesday, November 30, 2021
6:00 p.m.

Location: The Gregory School – 3231 N Craycroft Road
Virtual using WebEx platform

Meeting Invitation: The meeting invitation was extended to all property owners within 1000 feet of the
Property via First class Mail using a County generated mailing list. (See attached meeting invitation
letter.)

Attendance: Approximately 35 40 neighbors attended the meeting in person (several declined to add
name to the Sign In Sheet) and an additional 10 neighbors attended via WebEx. (See Sign In Sheet and
Online Attendee List.)
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Project Team: The Project Team in attendance included:
Phil Shapiro & Patrick Beach, Envisage Living Communities (Owner/Developer)
Pat Lopez (Owner)
Karen Cesare, Novak Environmental (Landscape Architect)
Marcos Esparza, M Esparza Engineering (Traffic Engineer)
Kevin Hall & Blake Junak, Cypress Civil Development (Civil Engineers)
Keri Silvyn & Robin Large, Lazarus & Silvyn (Planning/Zoning Consultants)

Meeting Synopsis: Ms. Silvyn opened the meeting at 6:05 pm, apologizing for the technical difficulties.
She welcomed both the in person attendees and those joining online and introduced the Project Team.
Ms. Silvyn then reviewed the agenda for the evening’s presentation and provided instructions for asking
questions to the online participants.

Ms. Silvyn oriented the attendees to the Property located south of River Road, west of Craycroft Road and
north of the Rillito River. The Project consists of two distinct areas: Parcel A (east side of Property)
includes approximately 21 acres, and Parcel B (west side of Property) includes approximately 13 acres1.
Ms. Silvyn then explained the context of the Property and its surroundings. The Property is significantly
lower in elevation than adjacent properties and homes to the north and northeast. Parcel A is 50 70 feet
lower in elevation than the properties and homes with several intervening hills/topography as buffers. In
addition, there are two homes directly adjacent to Parcel A to the north and northwest that will be
retained by the current owners to provide single family residential buffers to the north. Parcel A is over
1800 feet from the nearest home to the south due to the separation by the Rillito River. The Chuck H.
Huckelberry Loop (the “Loop”) and County park trailhead are on the east, and to the west is Parcel B.

Adjacent to Parcel B on the west is an existing single family residence (“SFR”) that is owned by Mr. Lopez,
and it will remain. There are also existing SFR rentals on the northern portion of Parcel B that are
included within this Project and will remain. The nearest home to the south is over 1000 feet away across
the Rillito.

Ms. Silvyn described the Project proposal, indicating that Parcel A will be developed as an age restricted
(55+) active adult community along with a public amenity and additional parking in the southeast corner
that will be created for patrons of the Loop. Parcel B will be a SFR development.

Ms. Silvyn provided background information about Mr. Shapiro and Mr. Beach, the developers of Parcel A
who have years of experience in active, senior and multi family living. Ms. Silvyn explained the research
showing Baby Boomers are aging, and they do not wish to age in the same way their parents have. They
are interested in staying healthy, active and independent, and studies show that enhancing the quality of
life as they age increases longevity. Envisage is proposing to develop a unique independent living
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environment for healthy active adults with a target market of adults aged 70 and older that emphasizes
successful, healthy aging and longevity in a small neighborhood setting. Studies also show aging adults
want to be separated from assisted living and long term care facilities, so these facilities are not part of
Endeavour. Ms. Silvyn stated that 10,000 American turn 75 each day, and by 2030, all Baby Boomers will
be 65 or older. Envisage intends to build a community for this generation that enables them to be more
fit, more active and live longer.

Ms. Silvyn then described the reasons this Property is perfect for Endeavour and respectful of its
surroundings. This is an infill property that is devoid of vegetation (due to historic agricultural uses) other
than around its edges, and significantly more vegetation will be added as a result of this Project. The
Property sits lower than its surroundings, includes natural buffer areas, and is adjacent to the Loop which
is an amenity that will draw more users. The Property is also located near grocery, retail and healthcare
facilities. Ms. Silvyn explained that this type of use is a lower traffic generator than both SFR and multi
family residential (“MFR”) uses, especially at peak times because of the age of the residents and the
amenities offered to its residents onsite.

Ms. Silvyn then explained that Parcel B will include a more traditional residential development as a
transition to the west of the active adult community, featuring single family homes that may be rented or
sold. Parcel B will be reconfigured to result in a total of 22 lots, which includes 12 existing residences and
a proposal for 19 more homes. Vehicular access to Parcel B is separate from Endeavour.

Ms. Silvyn explained the two levels of planning and zoning in the County: the Comprehensive Plan (Pima
Prospers) provides policy guidance and zoning provides the regulatory framework for development. Ms.
Silvyn indicated that all zoning must be in conformance with the Comprehensive Plan. Currently, the
Property is zoned a combination of Suburban Ranch (“SR”) and Single Residence Zone (“CR 1”). Both of
these zones permit heights of 34 feet for buildings. The proposal is to rezone the Property to Specific
Plan, which will allow for the unique use on Parcel A, the unique circumstance on Parcel B with its existing
residential uses and the ability to develop a unique public amenity on the Loop. Ms. Silvyn then described
the Comprehensive Plan amendment request, which will both change the Property’s land use designation
from Low Intensity Urban 1.2 (“LIU 1.2”) to Planned Development Community (“PDC”) and will allow the
heights on Parcel A as an exception to the Catalina Foothills Special Area Policy (which limits heights to 24
feet unless approved by the Board of Supervisors). These two requests (Comprehensive Plan amendment
and rezoning) will run together.

Ms. Silvyn then presented the conceptual site plan for Parcel A (Endeavour), which includes
approximately 21 acres, up to a maximum of 200 units in a combination of 2 and 3 story buildings. The
2 story residential buildings are 32 feet, the 3 story residential buildings are 45 feet, and the Quad
(community center) building will be up to 36 feet in height.

Ms. Silvyn also described the buffers surrounding the Property, which includes a natural open space area
where the topography is steep located at the north end of the Project. There is also a mesquite bosque in
the north portion of the Property. From the top of bank along the Rillito to the southern Property line is
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the 50 foot Rillito linear park. We are proposing to set back all buildings another 50 feet and re establish
riparian vegetation in that 50 feet. There will be a wrought iron fence along the existing property line
that will be designed to allow wildlife movement through the Property to the Rillito. To the east is the
County’s park, and the Project Team is working with the County to add approximately 30 parking spaces
to the Loop area and the public amenity space affiliated with the restaurant on Parcel A. On the west side
is Parcel B, and there will a 25 foot landscape buffer between the parcels: 15 feet on Parcel A and 10 feet
on Parcel B.

Ms. Silvyn explained that access to Parcel A is entirely from Craycroft Road. For safety reasons, we are
required to have a second, emergency only access into and out of the Property, which is located at the
northwest corner adjacent to Parcel B. This access gate is controlled by emergency responders and will
only be used in the event of an emergency and only if the Craycroft access is blocked. Ms. Silvyn also
pointed out the existing access easement that serves the properties from Craycroft northeast of the
Project, which will remain. The access drive from Craycroft will be expanded and improved.

Ms. Silvyn showed conceptual architectural renderings of Endeavour’s proposed residential buildings,
which feature “Desert Modern” architecture, high quality materials and fenestrations. The Project
architects have done a lot of research on local renowned architect, Judith Chaffee, who introduced
widespread use of ramadas as an element of design to create shade. This has been incorporated into this
Project’s design. In addition, special screening strategies are being employed to enhance views of the
rooftops from offsite locations by screening rooftop equipment. The screens will be an integral part of
the building design. Ms. Silvyn also pointed out on the architectural renderings that each unit will have a
single car garage. Most residents will either have one vehicle or none at all. Endeavour is implementing
an electric car share program for residents to encourage car sharing.

Ms. Silvyn then described the vision for the Quad building, which is meant to have the look and feel of a
community building found on a small college campus. The Quad will include a restaurant to serve the
residents, fitness rooms, lecture halls, event space, cooking classes, a pool and other outdoor amenity
space.

Ms. Silvyn described in more detail the access to Parcel A. She oriented attendees to the access location
from Craycroft, which becomes divided to separate the existing access drive (which will remain for other
property access) and the driveway to go to the Loop. The Project’s driveway will come off of this south
leg of the Loop driveway. The Project’s Traffic Impact Analysis (“TIA”) is available on the County’s website
along with the draft Specific Plan, or attendees may contact the Project Team if they would like to review
a copy. The TIA is proposing a dedicated southbound 150 foot right turn lane on Craycroft approaching
the driveway. Ms. Silvyn also explained that the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists is a priority, so the
idea is to separate them from vehicular traffic by limiting the access drive to vehicular traffic, and
pedestrians/bicyclists will ultimately go under the bridge on the Loop to get to the other side of Craycroft.
This will be constructed in the future separate from this Project. Also for safety purposes, the TIA
proposes to limit movements from the access drive onto Craycroft to right turns only, eliminating the
currently unsafe left hand turn onto Craycroft. The Project Team is working with both the County and
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City Departments of Transportation to make improvements at the Gregory School traffic signal to allow
drivers who turn right onto Craycroft to make a U Turn at Gregory School and then drive north on
Craycroft. Ms. Silvyn mentioned that the population of Endeavour—active senior living with no assisted
living—will generally not drive during peak hours since they do not work or go to school. In addition,
Endeavor is uniquely situated to be able to control deliveries and employee shift changes to occur outside
of peak traffic times.

Ms. Silvyn then described the residential development proposed on Parcel B, which has the potential to
add another 19 homes. The existing 12 homes on the Property will remain. Access for all of Parcel B will
be on Camino Blanco. The TIA indicates that the 19 additional homes will add 14 more trips on Camino
Blanco in the morning and 19 more trips in the afternoon, which is considered a very minor traffic
increase based on existing traffic in the area. Ms. Silvyn reiterated that there will be no cross access
between Parcels A and B. Ms. Silvyn noted that the 50 foot vegetated buffer area along the Rillito River
will be continued from Parcel A to Parcel B.

Ms. Silvyn described the proposed amenity along the Loop in the southeast corner of Parcel A. The
County’s bathrooms are currently on a septic system, and they will be connected to sewer as part of this
Project. There will be a net of 30 additional parking spaces incorporated into the County’s parking area
for Loop access. Ms. Silvyn explained that the idea for the amenity space is to have an Airstream coffee
bar and café tied to the food service in the Quad. It is not meant to attract people driving along
Craycroft, but rather geared toward users of the Loop. Activating the space in an urban area also
increases the safety along the Loop. Ms. Silvyn stated that the amenity area will also include some
interpretive signage to acknowledge the history of the area related to farming and water resources for
agricultural uses.

Ms. Silvyn concluded her presentation by describing the County’s Comprehensive Plan amendment and
rezoning process. This neighborhood meeting really kicks off the public outreach component of the
process. The Planning & Zoning Commission public hearing is scheduled for Wednesday, January 26th.
Anyone who directly received notification of this neighborhood meeting will also receive notice from the
County regarding the public hearings. The Planning & Zoning Commission will make a recommendation
to the Board of Supervisors, who will ultimately make a decision on the Project.

The second portion of the meeting was dedicated to answering questions and listening to comments.
The following is a summary of the questions asked and responses from the Project Team:

Q&A
The majority of the questions and comments from participants were related to traffic, access on Camino
Blanco and development of Parcel B.
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Traffic/Camino Blanco Questions/Comments:

Q: The Project proposes 200 units, which will result in a very large increase in traffic at the Craycroft
access drive. This is already an unsafe driveway, and the added traffic will make it worse.

Response: Ms. Silvyn explained that Endeavour’s units are mostly 2 bedrooms with one 1
bedroom unit included in each of the 2 story 9 plex buildings. Most of the 2 bedroom units are
double occupancy—mostly spouses (who often sleep in separate rooms as they age) and
sometimes friends or siblings. Often single and couples are downsizing from larger homes and
want the extra space.

Ms. Silvyn also explained that the population of Endeavour will still drive, but the use generates
far fewer vehicle trips than a traditional apartment complex. The residents have their meals,
personal services and amenities all onsite, so they do less driving to get these things—and they
typically avoid peak/rush hours traffic. Even though each unit will have a single car garage, many
of the residents may not even have their own cars since Endeavour will have an electric vehicle
car share program.

The TIA prepared for the Project proposes some improvements to the Craycroft access making
the already unsafe and very busy driveway safer, especially for this population.

Q: Will Camino Blanco be improved as part of this Project?

Response: Ms. Silvyn explained that the amount of new traffic generated by the potential 19 new
homes/lots is minimal. Our TIA analyzed Camino Blanco for the purpose of accommodating
Parcel B development. The TIA shows an additional 14 trips during the morning peak hours and
an additional 19 trips during afternoon/evening peak hours over current counts. Overall, there
will only be an additional 179 trips per day, which is only a 4% increase. This small increase does
not warrant improvements to Camino Blanco, which is a County maintained roadway. As part of
the project, Parcel B access will be paved from the end of the pavement along Camino Blanco to
River House and into the Parcel B. Having additional residents using that roadway may add
pressure to the County to better maintain. Ms. Silvyn also indicated that the construction of new
homes on Parcel B will be required to pay roadway impact fees, which may be used for needed
improvements.

Q: Who will control the emergency access/how will it be regulated? Given the age of the target
population of Endeavour, we would expect the emergency access onto Camino Blanco to be used
frequently.

Response: Ms. Silvyn explained that the emergency access gate is a requirement by the Rural
Metro Fire Department and the County Department of Transportation in case the Craycroft access
is blocked. Only emergency responders (i.e., fire, police and paramedics) will be able to access
this gate. This does not mean that this gate will be accessed during all emergencies. In fact, the
only time this will need to be accessed if the Craycroft access drive to the Project is blocked.
Otherwise, emergency responders will get to Endeavour via Craycroft. Ms. Silvyn also pointed out
that this emergency access option could also help the residents along Camino Blanco: if an
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emergency occurs in the neighborhood, and Camino Blanco is blocked, emergency responders will
be able to still get to the neighborhood via the Endeavour property.

Ms. Silvyn reiterated that this is an active adult community for independent living , not assisted
living or long term care. Statistics show that age restricted communities without assisted living
have no more frequent 911 calls than non age restricted communities. Because Endeavour
focuses on wellness and health, the community will attract healthier seniors than those who
reside in assisted living facilities.

Q: Will construction vehicles/equipment use Camino Blanco?

Response: Ms. Silvyn explained no Endeavour construction traffic will use Camino Blanco—
construction vehicles will access the Endeavour property via Craycroft. In addition, all
construction activities will be staged onsite, and the contractor will schedule certain activities
around peak traffic times.

Ms. Silvyn then stated that the development of Parcel B will take place in the future—there is no
set timeframe for its development. Construction on Parcel B will require access from Camino
Blanco, and the Project Team will work with the County and neighbors to communicate when that
construction will take place.

Parcel B Development Questions/Comments:

Q: Do you have renderings of the architecture proposed for Parcel B?

Response: Ms. Silvyn indicated that architectural renderings are not yet available for Parcel B.
The development of Parcel B will occur at a later phase, so there are fewer details about this part
of the Project.

Q: This is a big increase in density over what is there now. This will result in a big increase in traffic in the
neighborhood and on Camino Blanco.

Response: As previously explained, the amount of new traffic generated by the potential 19 new
homes/lots is minimal. We understand there are some concerns about the pavement
maintenance on Camino Blanco and a particularly concerning curve. Camino Blanco is a County
maintained roadway. Our TIA analyzed Camino Blanco for the purpose of accommodating Parcel
B development. The TIA shows an additional 14 trips during the morning peak hours and an
additional 19 trips during afternoon/evening peak hours over current counts. Overall, there will
only be an additional 179 trips per day, which is only a 4% increase.

Q: What is the development timeframe for Parcel B?

Response: Mr. Lopez explained that there is no development schedule for Parcel B. His intent is
to get the zoning in place for development at some point in the future. Mr. Lopez indicated that
after the recent loss of his wife, he decided to start this process to ensure entitlements are in
place for his daughters who will inherit this Property. No builders has been identified to develop
Parcel B, and it may not happen for some time.
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Q: What is the estimated range in size for the homes on Parcel B? What is the price point for the homes
on Parcel B?

Response: Ms. Silvyn explained that no homebuilder has been identified for Parcel B, so we don’t
know what size the homes will be or their price point. Ms. Silvyn indicated that the lots on Parcel
B range in size from about 7,500 square feet to about ½ acre.

Other Questions/Comments:

Comment: The current owner removed trees and vegetation on the Property, unrelated to agricultural
use.

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that Envisage does not yet own the Property, which has been
largely devoid of vegetation for many years. If any trees have been recently removed, that would
be by the current Property owner, not our client.

Comment: The sewer is not controlled by the Property owner but by Pima County.

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that is correct. The County controls the sewer system, and this
Project will be required to make improvements to connect to the existing sewer infrastructure.
Because of this, the County has asked that Envisage extend the sewer to the southeast corner of
the Property so that the existing County park restrooms, which are currently on septic, may be
connected.

Q: Parcel A and B seem unrelated. Why are they being presented together, and will they be voted on
separately by the Board of Supervisors?

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that Parcel A and Parcel B will, in fact, function separately, although
we believe Parcel B will serve as an appropriate transition between the Endeavour Project and
the existing lower density residential uses in the neighborhood. Another reason they are being
shown together in the Specific Plan proposal is because rezoning property to a Specific Plan
allows property owners to deal with unique uses and/or unique circumstances. Parcel A involves
a unique use and Parcel B involves unique circumstances, so proceeding together in one Specific
Plan when these parcels are adjacent is logical and is done on other projects. Ms. Silvyn
explained that because they are both within the Specific Plan, any decisions by the Board of
Supervisors will be for both Projects—they will not be voted on separately. There is a possibility
that the Planning & Zoning Commission and/or the Board of Supervisors may tie specific
recommendations or conditions to one parcel or the other, but the overall
recommendation/decision to approve will be for the entire Specific Plan.

Q: Has a hydrology study been conducted on the Property? Have you done traffic and environmental
studies? Are they available for public review?

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that the traffic impact analysis is included in the appendix of the
Specific Plan. Preliminary hydrology and environmental studies have also been conducted, and
the information is included in text of the Specific Plan, which is available on the County’s Planning
& Zoning Commission agenda website. If you would like us to send the information to you or
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need help accessing the County’s website, please contact one of our team members (contact info
provided), and we will get the information to you.

Q: There is currently a lot of wildlife in this area. Won’t this Project disrupt wildlife movement?

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that wildlife in this area is “urbanized” and used to moving in and
around homes. The Project Team has designed north/south corridors within the Project,
including a drainage area within the middle of the site, to facilitate the movement of wildlife
through the Property. (The Rillito River serves as the east/west corridor.) There will be wrought
iron fencing installed along the southern boundary adjacent to the Rillito River with openings
wide enough to facilitate movement of smaller wildlife species. Wildlife currently moves through
Parcel B, and corridors will be maintained through that portion of the Project as well.

Comment: The architecture you have shown on the 3 story buildings is not what I would consider
“beautiful”. It seems to have an industrial design.

Q: What outdoor amenities are being proposed on Parcel A?

Response: Karen, the Project’s landscape architect replied that Endeavour will feature amenities,
such as, but not limited to, a putting green, bocce ball, pickleball, swimming pool, a campus
green/gathering space, a community garden, dog park and many walking trails internal to and
throughout the community.

Q: What types of vegetation will you provide? Will you use reclaimed water and incorporate water
harvesting into the Project?

Response: Karen replied that much of the Property is devoid of vegetation. The plan is to add an
abundance of both native and riparian trees and vegetation to the Project. Trees will mostly
consist of mesquites and palo verdes, but there may be some opportunities to plant
hydroriparian species, such as cottonwoods and other larger trees that historically grew on the
Property. These hydroriparian species are not low water use, so they would be used sparingly.

Karen explained that reclaimed water is available somewhere along the River Park, but we are not
sure about the distance. If it is feasible to bring to the Property, we will use it. Water harvesting
techniques will absolutely be incorporated into the Project.

Comment: You are destroying open space. Development belongs in the City. This is a rural area.

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that this is actually an infill property, which already has access to
existing infrastructure, including water, sewer and roadways. While the Property was historically
used for agricultural purposes and has low density SFRs, the surrounding area (River and
Craycroft) has been developed over the years with higher density residential and higher intensity
uses, such as schools, retail shopping centers, personal services and healthcare facilities. A
benefit of this particular use is that it generates less traffic than a typical multi family apartment
complex. One of the County’s goals is to increase density along the Loop to encourage its use,
and this Project provides a unique opportunity to expand the Loop amenity with the Airstream
coffee bar/café that will be serviced by the Project.
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Comment: There are already too many retirement communities in the Tucson area, and they are not
even full. We don’t want another one here.

Comment: The Project is too dense. It will result in an increase in crime, noise and light.

Q: How many employees will be part of Endeavour? Will any of them live onsite? If this community is
designed for people who do not need assisted living, why do you need staff?

Response: Ms. Silvyn responded that Endeavour estimates there will be 50 employees total with
only about 20 30 on site an any time Endeavour will have a “country club” atmosphere where
many amenities are provided onsite, including a restaurant, personal services, lectures and
lesson, etc. Employees will be hired to organize and manage all of these activities, similar to a
resort. Ms. Silvyn indicated that she does not know if any of the employees will live onsite or stay
overnight, although it may be a possibility.

Q: Will the Project comply with the Dark Skies ordinance?

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that both the City and County adopted a Dark Skies ordinance
(called the City County Outdoor Lighting Code or “OLC”) – one of the most stringent in the
country – due to our astronomy in and near the University of Arizona. Part of the excitement of
this area is the dark skies and the atmosphere, so both Parcel A and Parcel B developments will
comply with the OLC.

Ms. Silvyn described some of the OLC’s features, which include shielded lighting that is directed
downward, a maximum number of lumens and no spill over onto adjacent properties. Within
Endeavour, the goal is to balance lighting and safety. The lighting will be kept low, possibly
placing low bollards along paths throughout the community and in strategic areas that will
provide safety around the building but still encourage wildlife to come through the Property.

Q: Will the Endeavour buildings have elevators?

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that yes, all buildings within Endeavour will have elevators.

Q: What is the price point for the units in Endeavour?

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that we are simply unable to answer that question at this time. A
lot of the cost is going to ultimately depend on the cost of construction, which as we all know, has
been fluctuating in recent months due to the pandemic and supply chain issues.

Q: Would you consider lowering the multi story buildings to single story?

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that the multi story buildings are key to getting the density needed
on the Property to make a Project like this work. This particular Property was chosen because it
sits 50+ feet lower in elevation than surrounding properties/homes to the north and northeast,
so the buildings will have less of an impact on viewsheds. The Project is also adding extensive
riparian vegetation particularly on the southern edge which will also act as a visual barrier. In
addition, the County has identified areas along the Loop as being appropriate for increased
density to take advantage of the amenity.
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Q: Will there be access to the Loop on the west side of the development (Parcel B)? Will there be public
access through the Project to the Loop? You are asking the neighborhood to take on a portion of the
Project load by directing traffic on Camino Blanco; we would appreciate you giving the neighbors access
to the Loop through your Project.

Response: Ms. Silvyn replied that there will be access for Parcel B to the Loop, but due to safety
concerns for Endeavor, Parcel B and the neighborhood to the north, there is no proposed public
access through the Property to the Loop. She explained that the Envisage team has had a
negative experience with a similar situation on another Project because it is difficult to control
access to ensure security of the Project. There is a private Loop access near the Quad building
within Endeavour. The only public access to the Loop near the Property would be through the
County park to the east.

Q: What is the estimated time for start of construction, and when will it be complete?

Response: Ms. Silvyn indicated that the goal to start construction on Endeavour is by the end of
this year.

NOTE: There were some lengthy comments typed by online participants into the “chat” and “Q&A”
functions in WebEx. Unfortunately, verbatim transcripts were not available after the meeting. Many of
the comments were read aloud during the meeting, and later comments were summarized as they were
repetitive of other statements made. Most of the comments have been captured under the Q&A portion
of this neighborhood meeting summary. (Those not documented include statements such as “greedy
developers” and “go away!”.)

The meeting concluded at approximately 8:15 p.m.







From: noreply@server.mailjol.net on behalf of allForms
To: DSD Planning
Subject: Application For Rezoning or Specific Plan
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 3:33:10 PM
Attachments: 11545114.zip

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this
message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before performing any
action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Some files had been uploaded along with this submission. To download the files visit the link provided
below. You will need to supply your AllForms login e-mail and password to download the files. We store
all the uploaded files in zipped format, so you will need a unzipping program like WinZip to view or
extract the files. Make sure you do a virus scan before trying to access these files on your system.

Download  (http://allforms.mailjol.net/file.php?id=6f6ae9da-11545114-8f773743)

Form Results

Disregard ***>>> DISREGARD The message above the Form Results ROW <<<***

Note about attachments

***>>> Pima County virus software CYLANCE automatically scans files. There
IS NOT a right mouse scan this file option. Attachments are scanned by our

email appliance when received, then again by Cylance when saved or opened.
<<<***

Owner Name Craycroft Trust; River House Trust; Gregory Hutchison & Pamela Perry

Owner Address 5983 E. Grant Rd., Ste. 290

Owner City Tucson

Owner State AZ

Owner Zipcode 85712

Owner Phone 520-207-4464

Owner_Email KSilvyn@LSLawAZ.com

Applicant Name Lazarus & Silvyn, P.C. (contact: Keri Silvyn & Robin Large)

Applicant Address 5983 E. Grant Rd., Ste. 290

Applicant City Tucson

Applicant State AZ

Applicant Zipcode 85712

Applicant Phone 520-207-4464

Applicant_Email RLarge@LSLawAZ.com

Property Address

Property Parcel Number 109-26-003H, portions of 109-26-003D & 109-26-004D

Property Acreage 20.8234 acres

109-26-003H, 109-26-005H, 109-26-005R, and portions of
109-26-003D and 109-26-004D

Craycroft TR, Gregory Hutchison and Pamela Perry,
River House TR and Pat Lopez III



Property Present Zone Suburban Ranch

Property Proposed Zone Specific Plan

Policies Catalina Foothills Subregion/Low-Intensity Urban 1.2/Special Area Policy S-2

FTP-Link https://lsblandlaw.sharefile.com/d-s698422c9aee04d489490f2d47102e0a8

Signature

I confirm the information provided is true and accurate to the best of my
knowledge. I am the owner of the above described property or have been

authorized by the owner to make this application. (By checking the box, I am
electronically signing this application.)

Application Date 18-Dec-2020

More Information about this submission and submitter

Submission ID 11545114

Date & Time 18th Dec 2020 3:32 PM

Form Location https://web1.pima.gov/

IP Address 69.137.181.209

Browser info Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/87.0.4280.88 Safari/537.36

Predicted Country --

CR-1 and SR
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 This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message,
proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or
opening an attachment.

From: Tara McCall
To: DSD Planning
Subject: Protest to rezoning of land
Date: Thursday, January 13, 2022 8:55:08 AM

are in strong opposition 

 fully against the proposed rezoning







1. It does not meet the Pima County Development policies, as set out in the Pima
Prospers and Chuck Huckelberry Loop Focused Development Investment Area
documents

2. If implemented, it would have strongly negative impacts on the existing
neighborhood near Camino Blanco, River House Road, and Camino Blanco
Place

1. Non-compliance with Pima County Develpment Policies

The proposed rezoning does not
conform to this category of land use, and is therefore out of compliance with
the requirements of Sections 10.3 and 10.4

“The amendment lists permitted uses, which include some types of food and beverage service,
basic retail and some services. The amendment provides requirements for permanent structures
and establishments: setbacks and vehicle parking may be reduced but additional bicycle parking
may be required, and floor area of structures is limited to ten-thousand square-feet in rural zones
only. Uses would also include non-permanent businesses such as food trucks, mobile vendors,
“pop-up” retail, kiosks and stands. Also, some temporary, portable signage along trails will be



Permitted.

Trail-oriented development will be permitted in the MU Multiple Use and CI-1 Light
Industrial/Warehousing zones. MU zoning is found along the Rillito River stretch of the Loop in
Flowing Wells and the Kleindale neighborhood at Alvernon and Fort Lowell, and the Loop passes
through CI-1 zoning along the Julian Wash south of Tucson. The incentives allow uses in the CI-
1 zone that are not generally otherwise permitted, and in the MU zone without an MU special use
Permit.

Trail-oriented development will also be permitted in the RH Rural Homestead, GR-1 Rural
Residential and SR Suburban Ranch rural zones under the Type I Conditional Use Permit
process; the zoning code will also permit trail-oriented development in the SH Suburban
Homestead zone through reference in the SR zone. There is rural zoning along the Oro Valley
Loop branch, around Flowing Wells, and in the Binghamton Neighborhood area, as well as areas
where there are plans to extend the Loop (Catalina, Green Valley, the county fairgrounds). The
incentives allow uses in proximity to the trail through a single public hearing before the Hearing
Administrator, who can modify, waive or condition certain development requirements.
Most residentially zoned areas near the Loop are subdivided and developed, and were omitted
from consideration; the uses are already permitted in commercial zones and were also not
Considered.”

● The proposed development of Parcel B does not meet the stated zoning
requirements for CHLFDIA

● The proposed development of Parcel A is consistent with CHLFDIA only if one
accepts that the presence of a trail amenity on a small corner of the parcel
qualifies the entire 21 acres as a trail-oriented development.  Parcel A as a whole
is a residential development with no relationship to the Trail or value for its
users.

2. Negative Impact on an Existing Neighborhood

The proposed developments of Parcel A and Parcel B will each have negative
impacts on our neighborhood:









Case P20SP00002, River House Trust, Et Al - N. Craycroft Road Specific Plan and 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment 

As part of the neighborhood to the North of parcels A and B, I am writing to express 
my opposition to the proposed rezoning and development of the property at Craycroft 
Road, “The Loop”, and the adjoining Camino Blanco neighborhood. Current proposed 
rezoning of Parcel A invokes a radically inconsistent use of land within this residential 
and recreational area and will threaten the safety of drivers, residents, and the 
environment. An active adult community and numerous tightly set multi-family housing 
units do not fit into this CR 1 and SR single family neighborhood. 


[Recommendations and Concessions follow below.]


My opposition to the currently proposed site plans is based on the following:


RE: CAMINO BLANCO ROAD

A. Camino Blanco Road is a poorly paved, curving, narrow 15-25 mph residential 
neighborhood street with no sidewalks or bike paths and is lined with houses. The Staff 
Report states:


“The capacity of River Road is approximately 12,390 ADT and is currently operating 
over capacity.” 


“There are no available traffic counts for Camino Blanco nor for River House Road, but 
the approximate capacity of a two-lane roadway is 12,390 ADT. The development 
intensity in the vicinity of the site indicates that these roadways should be functioning 
well below capacity.” 

It’s questionable to consider River Road, described by the City of Tucson and ADOT as 
a “Scenic Arterial Street” and a “Minor Arterial Road” cushioned with bike paths and 
sidewalks, equal to, in safety and capacity, Camino Blanco Road or River House Road. 
Based on the engineers assertion, traffic on Camino Blanco Road will increase by only 
4% when accounting for additional trips due to Parcel A emergency vehicles and 
Parcel B residents. As a percentage of an extremely unrealistic 12,390 ADT capacity on 
this tiny side street, that may be true. 


However, a more reasonable traffic analysis for Camino Blanco Road, South of 
Unity Church,** would predict an increase of the existing traffic burden by around 
70%*. 

*According to the traffic report, 19 new units will generate 179 additional daily trips on 
Camino Blanco. At the rate of 9.42 trips per unit, the existing neighborhood south of my 
location (3610 N Camino Blanco) generates 245 daily trips (26 existing homes x 9.42 
ADT). As a percentage, the new units will impose a 73% increase in neighborhood 
traffic on Camino Blanco Road. This calculation excludes the Unity Church** (3617 N 



Camino Blanco) intermittent event traffic that would dilute traffic numbers when 
collected at the intersection of River Road and Camino Blanco Road, as church visitors 
do not drive South past the church and into the neighborhood. Camino Blanco Road 
between River and Unity Church is straight, wide, and flat. South of Unity Church is 
where the road becomes narrow, windy, and steep with poor visibility. 

B. Traffic safety: The provision of access for emergency vehicles shall include 
appropriate methods to minimize the endangerment of passing vehicles. Camino 
Blanco is a narrow, winding street in a neighborhood with no roadway amenities. There 
are blind corners where run-ins with delivery drivers, waste disposal trucks, and other 
homeowners occur daily and one must swerve or brake abruptly to avoid collision. 


	 1) It’s impossible to say how many accidents occur yearly on a road when most of 	
	 the accidents only affect the swerving driver, and thus, are not reported to officials. 
	 On 2 occasions, my spouse and I have come to the aid of drivers who had 	 	
	 avoided a head-on collision with oncoming traffic by driving off the East side of 	
	 Camino Blanco Road, their vehicles subsequently becoming wedged in the 	 	
	 embankment atop a steep drop off down a hill. Those vehicles were towed out 	
	 later. We have seen countless tire tread marks leaving the road and heading for 	
	 the hillside on our evening walks with our dogs.


RE: PARCEL A

A. Residents of our neighborhood have been informed that Parcel A will include an 
“emergency access” on the west side of the compound.


	 1) If the zoning and plans are approved, we would like a guarantee that ONLY 		
	 emergency vehicles will utilize Camino Blanco Road to access Parcel A, and 	 	
	 ONLY if and when the main entrance to Parcel A is completely blocked. Our 	 	
	 prediction is that this good faith promise of using our residential road when 	 	
	 absolutely necessary for emergencies will shortly morph into landscapers, food 	
	 delivery semi-trucks, Endeavor employees, construction workers and equipment, 	
	 and other maintenance workers utilizing Camino Blanco for their benefit to access 
	 Parcel A.


B. There are several homes in this neighborhood that draw 100% of their potable water 
from a well on the property. There is a concern that the diversion of water pertaining to 
both Parcels A and B may affect the water table levels and accessibility or the safety of 
drinking water for those nearby residences. There is no mention of the current-use 
neighborhood wells in the Specific Plan Report nor the Staff Report. 


RE: PARCEL B

A. The arbitrary Spot Zoning of Parcel B from CR-1 and SR to the “Specific Plan” zone 
should be DENIED. Parcel B is entirely encircled by SR and CR-1 single family 
residences averaging 3,286 square feet in size and with a median value of $755,000 
(+/-, via Zillow ‘Sold for’ and ‘Zestimates’). Adding 19 tightly packed mini residences on 



lots as small as 0.17 acres, that may be either sold or rented, is a threat to the safety 
and value of this serene community. 


Without plans regarding the future building structures or intentions on Parcel B, it 	 	
is difficult not to assume the worst case scenario - that we may be bridled with 	 	
multiple short term rental units next door. This would certainly cause a decrease in the 
surrounding property values of this proposed multi-family housing rental unit. 


	 1) On Camino Blanco Road, there exists a VRBO (Vacation Rental By Owner) 	 	
	 rental home that frequently generates noise complaints and causes traffic issues 	
	 with parking and unfamiliar drivers utilizing Camino Blanco Road. We can only 	
	 presume that Parcel B will take advantage of lucrative short term rental 	 	 	
	 opportunities such as Airbnb and VRBO. 19 possible short term rental units would 
	 carry with them dozens+ of renters each month who will be unfamiliar with this 	
	 area and the intricacies of navigating Camino Blanco. Again, this would raise 	 	
	 concerns regarding the safety of cyclists, pedestrians, and other drivers who 	 	
	 utilize Camino Blanco Road daily. 


	 	 a) Crime increases often coincide with short term rentals and unrented 	 	
	 	 empty buildings. We have witnessed customers of the existing VRBO 	 	
	 	 property on Camino Blanco Road trespassing and entering into empty 	 	
	 	 homes and pools while owners are away There are police reports concerning 
	 	 several properties to back this up. If the owner of Parcel B is permitted to 	
	 	 employ a possible 19 short term rentals, that would essentially create a 	 	
	 	 commercial motel within this residential neighborhood.


B. Building 19 units within this neighborhood on lots as small as 0.17 acres creates a 
system for overcrowding and loss of nearby property values due to the down-zoning 
that would result. The Parcel B proposal indicates the new units are designed with an 
allotment of 2 parking spaces per unit, which suggests the landowners believe these 
dwellings will house couples and, potentially, their families. This brings up concerns of 
overcrowding both within the new units and on Camino Blanco Road and River House 
Road. 


C. There are several homes in this neighborhood that draw 100% of their potable water 
from a well on the property. There is a concern that the diversion of water pertaining to 
both Parcels A and B may affect the water table levels and accessibility or the safety of 
drinking water for those nearby residences. There is no mention of the current-use 
neighborhood wells in the Specific Plan Report nor the Staff Report.  

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCESSIONS 

•Recommend that the currently coupled rezoning request for Parcels A and B be 
DENIED


•Recommend that Parcel A be dislodged from Parcel B




•Recommend that the proposed Spot Zoning of Parcel B be DENIED 
•Recommend Parcel B remains or rezones to a CR 1 classification with the option to 

add 4 additional income units. This will adhere to an overall rate of 1 single family 
residence per 0.83 acres, totaling 16 rental units (including the current 12 rentals.) 
This alteration would retain the open space inherent to this neighborhood, greatly 
reduce the impact on Camino Blanco Road and River House Road traffic, and result 
in a continued and enlarged income stream for the landowner. 


•Recommend the developers investigate water diversion effects on existing wells in 
the area before Pima County approves the development


•Recommend an easement remain on Parcel B to provide access to the Emergency 
Exit on Parcel A


•Recommend Parcel A developers study the layout of Camino Blanco Road, have the 
road widened and straightened at its blind curves, and put into place future regular 
roadside vegetative maintenance to improve visibility along the route and enhance 
safety for emergency vehicles and residents


•Recommend Pima County Transportation Department impose a substantial fee on 
Endeavor Spirited Living and any future and subsequent owner of Parcel A each time 
Camino Blanco Road is used for its benefit outside of a documented emergency in 
perpetuity


Signed,


Erika and Cody Coleman

3610 N Camino Blanco



 This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message,
proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or
opening an attachment.

From: Susan Antrim
To: DSD Planning
Subject: Endeavour Spirited Living Project
Date: Friday, January 21, 2022 9:19:08 AM

I object to Endeavour Spirited Living Project.  This will not be an enhancement to the area but will cause
more traffic, noise and disruptions.

Thank you

Susan Antrim/Jim Ragan
3695 N Camino Rio Soleado
Tucson, AZ  85718
520-548-6255





in opposition
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From: Bertha Riveros
To: DSD Planning
Subject: Endeavour Spirited Living Project
Date: Sunday, January 23, 2022 7:35:09 PM

CAUTION: This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message, proceed
with caution. Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an
attachment.

I object to Endeavour Spirited Living Project.

Name: Bertha Riveros
Address: 5363 E Camino Rio De Luz

I want my email to be added to the Zoning Commission meeting agenda and carbon-copied to the Board of
Supervisors as comments of public record.

Bertha Riveros



 This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message,
proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or
opening an attachment.

From: Douglas Van Dorpe
To: DSD Planning
Cc: DOUGLAS & INGRID VAN DORPE
Subject: Fwd: Potential Safety Issue - Traffic off North Camino Blanco onto East River Road and Vice Versa
Date: Sunday, January 23, 2022 11:32:07 PM

Resending. I screwed-up your email address…an “s” vice an “a”.

DOUG

Begin forwarded message:

From: Douglas Van Dorpe <daigvd2@gmail.com>
Subject: Potential Safety Issue - Traffic off North Camino Blanco
onto East River Road and Vice Versa
Date: January 23, 2022 at 11:01:12 PM MST
To: DSDPlanning@pims.gov
Cc: DOUGLAS & INGRID VAN DORPE <daigvd2@gmail.com>

1. This email is intended for CHRIS POIRIER and/or TERRI TILLMAN.

2. Reference "P20SP00002 RIVER HOUSE TRUST, ET AL - N. CRAYCROFT
ROAD SPECIFIC PLAN AND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT”.

3. I live on North Camino Blanco (NCB), westside, address 3811 (adjacent to the
Unity Church). My comments fall into the category of a potential safety issue. I
will be impacted…as will the Unity Church and all other property owners along
NCB...by the development of Parcel B, whose ingress and egress will be via NCB
to East River Road (ERR). Traffic is already heavy on NCB. Once Parcel B is
done and fully launched, getting off NCB onto ERR, especially to go west toward
Swan Road; and off ERR, especially while traveling west toward Swan, to turn
south on to NCB, will (in my humble opinion) become more hazardous and
dangerous than it already is. As of right now (January 2022), it often times takes
some aggressive driving to get off of NCB and onto ERR and off of ERR and
onto NCB.

4. Accordingly, are there any plans for Pima County to install a traffic signal at
the intersection of NCB and ERR? If not what adverse event(s) would it take to
get a traffic signal installed?

5. Thank you.

Douglas Van Dorpe



daigvd2@gmail.com



















RE:  P20SP00002 River House Trust, et al. – N. Craycroft Road Specific Plan and    
Comprehensive Plan Amendment

“the map is the map is the 
map.”

Riparian Mitigation:

Page 8 of the staff report states, “(t)he north bufferyard will vary between 0 to 20 
feet-wide and is proposed as a mesquite bosque containing a higher density of velvet 
mesquite…” 

“(r)iparian habitat mitigation will include the 0.8-acre drainageway which will 
become an improved channel with additional plantings. This drainageway will 
also provide a wildlife linkage through the project for wildlife movement.”  



“a combination of paved and unpaved internal pedestrian circulation paths. Public 
amenities, including a diner, shade structures, tables and seating areas may be located 
within the bufferyard.”

Wildlife Connectivity

“(d)ue to its proximity to Rillito Creek, the site likely facilitates some north-south wildlife 
movement between the Rillito and the Santa Catalina Mountains, which could be 
disrupted by this project. The additional riparian habitat to be created along the internal 
drainage may mitigate these impacts. Care should be taken when designing this new 
habitat to ensure it can facilitate some wildlife movement across the site.”

Conservation Lands System Mitigation:





 This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message,
proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or
opening an attachment.

From: shane dean
To: DSD Planning
Subject: Opposition to the rezoning of P20SP00002, River House Trust
Date: Monday, January 24, 2022 2:07:05 PM

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to express my opposition to the rezoning of P20SP00002, River House Trust, Et
Al - N. Craycroft Road Specific Plan and Comprehensive Plan Amendment.

I live with the 300 ft Notification Area of the planned rezoning and land use change and
protest these proposed changes.

In mid-to-late 2021, I moved into my house at 3612 N Camino Blanco Place. I moved from
the 1st and Ft Lowell area of Tucson to escape from the high density urban conditions there
and the noise, crime, traffic, etc., that come with it. 

I researched the zoning classifications that governed the properties in the Camino Blanco
neighborhood—primarily C-1 and less dense—and this information strongly factored into my
decision to purchase my new home and move out of the City of Tucson.

Another primary factor in my decision to move was the viewshed of the Camino Blanco
property, not only are the Catalina mountains to the north, but there is a splendid city view to
the south, looking out the mouth of the little valley that forms the neighborhood.

Now, less than 6 months after purchase, I am extremely unhappy to hear that the primary
reasons for me moving here are now under threat. I am dismayed that the existing zoning and
land use codes are under consideration to be rezoned to allow high density housing beginning
less than 300 ft from my property—some of which will directly and negatively impact my new
viewshed. If Parcel B is to be rezoned and developed, I would request that the new zoning be
commensurate with the zoning governing the surrounding long-standing neighborhood, and
that such development serve to enhance, rather than detract from, the existing setting. Such an
enhancement, for example, could be neighborhood access to The Loop.

I urge the members of the Pima County Planning and Zoning Commission to reject the current
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Specific Plan requested under P20SP00002 as it now
stands.

Shane Dean
3612 N Camino Blanco PL
Tucson AZ  85718

--
shane dean

repp + mclain design and construction



2502 north first avenue 
tucson arizona 85719 

t 520.791.7035
f 520.791.7075

www.reppmclain.com



 This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message,
proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or
opening an attachment.

From: Mary Kingsley
To: DSD Planning
Cc: Terri Tillman
Subject: Proposed rezoning P20SP00002 RIVER HOUSE TRUST, ET AL.
Date: Monday, January 24, 2022 7:27:32 PM

January 24, 2022

Greetings Pima County Zoning Commission,

River Estates Homeowners come forward to present their concerns regarding the proposed development project titled
Endeavour.  Homes in our neighborhood lie just beyond 300’ due north of the project location. 

Our residents collectively certify that not all property owners were mailed any notice of request to waive the subdivision
platting requirements for rezoning per the PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION POLICY established on March 31,
1999.  As such, Endeavour’s proposal to rezone should be dismissed by this Committee on procedural grounds alone.

Furthermore, Endeavour’s Specific Plan establishes a wide, nonspecific range of 45-66% increase in watershed runoff on the
significantly larger Parcel A. See Specific Plan at II-24. Special Area Policy S-2 is established to protect the unique
environment transitioning from highlands into the Rillito River.  Such a drastic increase would plausibly impact the ecology
of the area, but no subject matter expert of ecology has been consulted in Endeavour’s Specific Plan for plant and animal
impacts, nor is there any direct reference to any of Pima County’s Regional Flood Control District Regulated Riparian Habitat
Mitigation Standards and Implementation Guidelines for the Hydro/Meso Riparian Habitat in our area. The Specific Plan
also fails to present any subject matter expert establishing that all soils were disturbed prior to 2001, and the only existing
environmental report was performed on parcels 109-26-005L and 109-26-005M which are not part of the Specific Plan. See
Id., Appendix A, page 1.  These environmental oversights require disclosure, research, and certified plans directly from
subject matter experts before Committee approval can be obtained.

In addition, Endeavour asserts that they will be modifying water mains made of asbestos without providing any mitigation
plan for users sharing the supply, vaguely stating that, “Development of Parcel B requires attention to the existing water
system and could require relocations and/or modifications depending on where new development areas occur and what
water infrastructure is needed.” See Specific Plan IV-37. Given the significance of potential asbestos impact to nearby
residents, Endeavour’s Specific Plan cannot move past this Committee without providing those potentially impacted with
more specific awareness of proposed changes and possible risks.

Also, archaeological studies have not been performed as recommended by the Arizona Antiquities Act Administrator, let
alone scheduled. See Specific Plan at IV-43. The Committee’s approval should not be granted without this study at least being
scheduled, if not performed fully and analyzed by the Arizona Antiquities Act Administrator.

Beyond this, Endeavour’s estimate of increased traffic density does not appear accurate. We are informed that the potential
of nearly 500 “active” users going to and from this site means that this report should increase additional volumes instead of
simply using the lowest traffic generating category possible under the Institute of Transpiration Engineers for a retirement
community. See Specific Plan II-21 and 36.  Even with these underrepresented volumes, the Craycroft and River intersection
Level of Service will decrease below the City Capacity limits of D into failing E and F conditions. A geometric mitigation is not
shown and should be recommended and provided at Craycroft and River as part of this project.

The Specific Plan’s proposed driveway median exiting on to northbound Craycroft is poor mediation that is rarely obeyed by
users, and a cheap mitigation for a fundamental safety risk that should be replaced by a full center median on Craycroft.
Traffic exiting Endeavour is then forced onto southbound Craycroft, and the increased traffic volume consequently increases
saftey concerns through the crosswalks of walking students and turning parents into the Gregory school.  Exiting traffic
seeking a northbound route on Craycroft is then forced into a U-turn that is geometrically impossible and unsafe at the
current configuration of the Gregory school entrance.  At literally every turn, the proposed traffic plan by Endeavour is
untenable.

A report from the state Attorney General suggest that reports of elderly abuse have increased 150% over the last decade, and
authorities estimate that the number of abuse cases that are reported represents only 25% of the cases that actually occur.
Such predators seek natural access and visibility into our surrounding communities.  River Estates Homeowners, per
attached list,  are not interested in increasing crime rates within the community and ignoring Special Area Policy S-2 in
exchange for strictly private benefit that only adds risk to our community.

Endeavour’s Specific Plan provides topography for the residential area beyond 300’ to the northwest of the project, but
conspicuously ceases to convey the lower elevations to the northeast of their project in their exhibits. See Specific Plan at IV-
46 and 47. Our records inform us that the larger structures planned for Endeavour are expected to exceed 50’ above the
existing grade of 2460’. See Id., I-11 and II-2. The homes in River Estates, at East Camino Rio de Luz Road sit at an average



elevation of 2500’ constituting 40’ differential in elevation, and the homes at North Camino Rio Soleado sit at an average
elevation of 2490’ constituting 30’ differential in elevation, so 50’ structures established by Endeavour will eliminate the
views established for the exact purpose of Special Area Policy S-2.  While Endeavour purports that, “The higher buildings are
concentrated in the center of Endeavour to mitigate the visual impacts,” (emphasis added; see I-11 of Specific Plan), the
placement of eight (8) 50’ tall structures in the center of our vista will materially impact our panoramic territorial view that
taxpayers in this region expect to retain as a natural benefit of buying within Special Area Policy S-2.  Furthermore, no
prospective renderings were shown at the neighborhood meeting held on January 10th, 2022. As such,  Homeowners
requests that this Commission and the Board of Supervisors exercise their right to limit construction to 24’.

Additionally, the attached names of River Estates homeowners disagree with the topography shown, and make particular
note that the drawings are not stamped by any engineer registered to the state of Arizona.  See Id., IV-8. Approval from this
Committee cannot proceed without presenting both our Homeowners and the Committee a Specific Plan that includes the
appropriate subject matter experts certifying the viability of Endeavour’s meeting basic local requirements. 

In closure, Endeavour’s Specific Plan should be denied on procedural grounds alone for a failure to mail notifications to
required property owners within the subdivision. Endeavour’s Specific Plan lacks economic and ecological proposals in their
entirety; hydrology and archaeological studies and mitigation plans; increases transportation impacts and safety risks; and
admits to blocking the center of our neighborhood’s view with plans for 50’ structures that deceptively omit the topography
of our land to the immediate north. Not only can a commission approval not take place at today’s hearing with such a lack of
critical information being provided by Endeavour in their Specific Plan, but these River Estates Homeowners  also urges this
Committee to establish the denial of any zoning modification at this location beyond the established requirements of Special
Area Policy S-2 due to the multitude of negative impacts exposed in today’s hearing.

Respectfully,

Signed

Name: GUTIERREZ FAMILY REVOC TR

Parcel ID: 109231040 

Address: 3714 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: TAPIA-GUTIERREZ TR 

Parcel ID: 109231050 

Address: 3696 N CAMINO RIO

Name: MAYER OSCAR R & GUADALUPE M FAMILY TR 

Parcel ID: 109231060

Address: 3688 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: MANN TERRY A & MARJA L REVOC TR 

Parcel ID: 109231070 

Address: 3674 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: VIETOR GRETA MARIA TR 

Parcel ID: 109231080 

Address: 3644 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: MALDONADO FAMILY REVOC TR 

Parcel ID: 109231100 

Address: 3624 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO



Name: KARP NAOMI 

Parcel ID: 109231120 

Address: 3600 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: LIZARRAGA MARTIN B & DE JESUS RODRIGUEZ 

Parcel ID: 109231130

Address: 3607 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: ERNESTO & PIA FAMILY TR 

Parcel ID: 109231140 

Address: 3615 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: VAUGHN TR 

Parcel ID: 109231150 

Address: 3623 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: SUNSHINE IRREVOC TR

Parcel ID: 109231170

Address: 3639 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: HERNANDEZ G DAVID & GRAZIELLA M CP/RS

Parcel ID: 109231180

Address: 3647 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: PINEDA-MENDI JAVIER ANTONIO

Parcel ID: 109231190

Address: 3655 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: KELLOGG EUGENE & AURORA LIVING TR

Parcel ID: 109231210

Address: 3671 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: SAEED MUHAMMAD & RAINA DURRE MUBIN JT/RS

Parcel ID: 109231220

Address: 3679 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: KINGSLEY JEFFREY S & MARY E JT/RS

Parcel ID: 109231230



Address: 3687 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: ANTRIM SUSAN C & RAGAN JAMES E CP/RS

Parcel ID: 109231240

Address: 3695 N CAMINO RIO SOLEADO

Name: RHINE DANIELLE CP/RS

Parcel ID: 109231260

Address: 5362 E CAMINO RIO DE LUZ

Name: BOOKER KAREN Y & FOSTER CLARENCE CP/RS

Parcel ID: 109231270

Address: 5350 E CAMINO RIO DE LUZ

Name: FERNANDES FAMILY LIVING TR

Parcel ID: 109231280

Address: 5338 E CAMINO RIO DE LUZ

Name: CONNOLLY MICHAEL J JR & BAE SOUNGWON S

Parcel ID: 109231290

Address: 5326 E CAMINO RIO DE LUZ

Name: SALINERO DE VICENTE ESTEFANIA

Parcel ID: 109231300

Address: 5314 E CAMINO RIO DE LUZ

Name: MICEG TRUST

Parcel ID: 109231360

Address: 3777 N PLACITA RIO LUNA

Name: IMPERIAL ROCK SPRINGS LLC

Parcel ID: 109231370

Address: 3791 N PLACITA RIO LUNA

Name: ANDREN GEORGE W & ANDREN JANE H

Parcel ID: 109231380

Address: 3798 N PLACITA RIO LUNA

Name: RITZ EDUARDO

Parcel ID: 109231390

Address: 3784 N PLACITA Rio Luna



Name: DE RITZ BERTHA

Parcel ID: 109231410

Address: 5363 E CAMINO RIO DE LUZ

Property locations of signatories are shown below.

Sent from my iPad



Bureau of Reclamation is providing up to date 
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shared cutbacks. Arizona receives 500,000+ acre feet less water from 
the Colorado River. 
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January 25, 2022

Re: Envisage – P20SP00002, River House Trust, et al. N. Craycroft Rd Specific Plan and
Comprehensive Plan

Dear Pima County Planning Commission Members:

On behalf of Watershed Management Group and our thousands of supporters throughout
Pima County, this letter highlights our concerns and objections to the proposed rezoning of
P20SP00002 River House Trust, et al. – N Craycroft Rd. We are familiar with the area of the
proposed development, and have carefully reviewed the proposed development plans and
staff feedback.

As you know, our region is facing more severe and longer lasting droughts that will impact
our local groundwater resources, increasingly intense rainfall events that deliver damaging
floods downstream, and increasing urban heat stress. To mitigate the impacts of these events
on Pima County’s communities and create resilience for the climate challenges that lie ahead, it
is incumbent on us to preserve, reclaim, and steward our floodplains and riparian forests.

Floodplains and their forests (i.e. mesquite bosques) are critical to absorbing and dissipating
downstream flood impacts. They support the recharge of groundwater that our county so
desperately needs, and they also provide cooling corridors as they flow through our urban
community.

This proposed development would occur largely within the 500 year floodplain of the Rillito
River, a fair portion of which is classified as an Important Riparian Area and a Biological Core
Management Area under its Conservation Lands System. This area is also part of the Sabino
Tanque Verde shallow groundwater area, which provides renewable groundwater supplies to
our larger general aquifer and supports critical remnant riparian forests.

Additionally, The Santa Cruz Watershed Collaborative1—of which there are over 35 listed
partners including Pima County—highlights in its Watershed Restoration Plan the need to
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“Preserve and restore floodplains to enhance infiltration and riparian habitat” as an identified
strategy to “Replenish Shallow Groundwater Areas and Protect Riparian Habitat” (pg 51)2.

The Watershed Restoration Plan also highlights the need to “Promote protection for priority
lands and water” by “Designat[ing] a protected riparian area for the Pantano, Tanque Verde,
Rillito confluence area to protect the natural floodplain features, protect and enhance shallow
groundwater, and provide resources for riparian restoration” (pg 56)3.

We also want to bring to your attention the presence of seasonal surface flows in this area,
which extend down past Craycroft Road. WMG’s community science Flow365 program
monitors flow presence in our creeks and rivers across our watershed. From October 2020 to
September 2021, our volunteers recorded a total of 83 days of flow on the Rillito at Craycroft
Road, with 56 days of consecutive flow during the summer season. In spring 2019, our
volunteers recorded 50 days of consecutive flow. Even during the record dry year of 2020,
there were 21 consecutive flow days at this location.4 These flows are at risk of being lost
without shifting our land use and management and better stewarding surface and
groundwater along our floodways.

In addition to recommending denial of P20SP00002 River House Trust, et al., we request a
pause on any rezoning requests for parcels in and along riparian areas on historic or current
floodplains in the interest of preserving and enhancing our community’s climate resilience and
overall community health.

WMG is grateful for Pima County’s leadership on working to integrate land and water
resource issues, including the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, 2015 Design Standards for
Stormwater Detention and Retention, and partnership and guidance in the development of the
Santa Cruz Watershed Collaborative’s Watershed Restoration Plan. However, we simply
cannot simply continue to move development forward as status quo without fully considering
the link between land, water resource planning, and community climate resilience.

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns as we work to preserve our historic
floodplains and riparian areas as a form of climate resilience to mitigate flooding, groundwater
shortages, and urban heat stress.

Sincerely,

Catlow Shipek
Co founder and Policy and Technical Director, Watershed Management Group
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